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SDG 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
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The Challenge – and some Progress

• Progress in electricity access in all world regions 
• Sub-Saharan Africa lags behinde - efforts there need to 

redouble
• Many countries, led by India, on track to achieving full 

electrification by 2030.

Source, graphs: World Energy Outlook 2017

• Over 60 % of access to electricity is now
renewables

• A positive shift in the access to energy
paradigm
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Results: 
Clean Energy Initiative 2007 - 2016

• 2007-2016: 
Clean Energy 12 % of total Norwegian ODA. 

– 9000 km power lines

– Electricity for 10.5 million 

– Clean cooking for 7.5 million 

– Norfund investments → 5000 Megawatts, mainly 
renewable sources

• Capacity building results

– Increased public control of sector in partner countries

– Increased research and knowledge in clean energy

– Regional establishment of power cooperation in Southern 
Africa.

– Longer time horizon, building relations and trust are 
decisive for efficient cooperation to identify best projects 
and thereby best results
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Example:
Mt. Coffee Hydropower Plant, Liberia

• Rebuilt Mt. Coffee Power Plant

– Hydropower plant: 88 MW

– Rebuilt after civil war

– Cheaper and more sustainable power

– 36,000 households connected to grid
in Monrovia

• Infrastructure alone, not enough. 

– Insitutional cooperation building
hydrological network.

– Electricity Law

• Possble future development is floating solar
(35 MW) on Mt. Coffee dam. 

– Solar during day-time and dry season. 
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Real Choices and False Dichotomies

• Different types of renewable energy

– Solar

– Wind

– Hydro

All are needed – and energy mix will vary between
countries. Must avoid coal. 

• How a country chooses to design its energy mix is a
political choice, and will change over time.

• Improving the grid vs. small-scale off-grid solutions

– False dichotomy, complement each other 
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The Road Ahead
Clean Energy – Future Priority too

• Double aid to renewable energy

• Targeted and efficient efforts to 
reach SDG 7

• Norway shares own experience and 
competence

• Thematic and geographic concentration
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Clean Energy for Development:
Investments, Taxes and Aid are Needed

• Aid alone is not enough for SDGs

• Domestic Resource Mobilisation

• Private Investments

• Aid is needed to reach those furthest away

Framework 
conditons important



Do you want to learn more about the Norwegian Clean Energy Initiative?
Visit our website www.norad.no/en/front/thematic-areas/energy/clean-energy/ 


